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Abstract: It is well known that Cayley’s ruled cubic surface carries a three-parameter family of twisted
cubics sharing a common point, with the same tangent and the same osculating plane. We report on
various results and open problems with respect to contact of higher order and dual contact of higher
order for these curves.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The author’s interest in higher order contact of twisted cubics and in Cayley’s ruled cubic
surface arose some time ago when investigating a three-dimensional analogue of Laguerre’s
geometry of spears in terms of higher dual numbers. We refer to our joint paper with Klaus List
[13] for further details.

It is well known that Cayley’s ruled cubic surfaceF or, for short, theCayley surface, carries
a three-parameter family of twisted cubicscα,β,γ; cf. formula (3) below. All of them share a
common pointU , with the same tangentt and the same osculating planeω, say. Thus all these
curves touch each other atU ; some of them even have higher order contact atU .

Among the curvescα,β,γ are theasymptotic curvesof F . They form a distinguished subfamily.
When speaking here of asymptotic curves ofF we always mean asymptotic curves other than
generators. In a paper by Hans Neudorfer, which appeared in the year 1925, it is written that the
osculating curves have contact oforder fouratU . This statement can also be found elsewhere,
e.g. in [16, p. 232]. Neudorfer did not give a formal proof. Heemphasized instead that his
statement would be immediate, since under a projection withcentreU (onto some plane) the
images of the asymptotic curves give rise to a pencil of hyperosculating conics [17, p. 209].
Ten years had to pass by before Walter Wunderlich determineda correct result in his very first
publication [21, p. 114]. He showed that distinct asymptotic curves have contact oforder three
atU , even though their projections through the centreU have order four, as was correctly noted
by Neudorfer. The reason for this discrepancy is that the centre of projection coincides with the
point of contact of the asymptotic curves.

The inner geometry of Cayley’s surface was investigated thoroughly by Heinrich Brauner in [3].



He claimed in [3, pp. 96–97] that two twisted cubics of our family cα,β,γ with contact of order
four are identical. However, this contradicts a result in [13, p. 126], where a one-parameter
subfamily of twisted cubics with this property was shown to exist.

The author accomplished the task of describing the order of contact between the twisted cubics
cα,β,γ in [12]. The proof consists of calculations which are elementary, but at the same time long
and tedious, whence a computer algebra system (Maple) was used. This could explain why we
could not find such a description in one of the many papers on the Cayley surface.

1.2 The aim of the present note is to say a little bit more about theresults obtained in [12],
where we did not only characterize contact of higher order atU , but also the order of contact
of the associated dual curves (cubic envelopes) at their common planeω. Furthermore, we state
open problems, since for some of those results no geometric interpretation seems to be known.

There is a wealth of literature on the Cayley surface and its many fascinating properties. We
refer to [6], [10], [11], [12], [14], [15], [18], [19], and [20]. This list is far from being complete,
and we encourage the reader to take a look at the references given in the cited papers.

2 The Cayley surface

2.1 In this note we consider the three-dimensional real projective space and denote it byP3(R).
A point is of the formRx with x = (x0, x1, x2, x3)

T ∈ R
4×1 being a non-zero column vector.

We consider the planeω with equationx0 = 0 as theplane at infinity, and we regardP3(R)
as a projectively closed affine space. We shall use some notions from projective differential
geometry without further reference. All this can be found in[2] and [9].

2.2 The following is taken from [12], where we followed [3].Cayley’s(ruled cubic) surfaceis,
to within collineations ofP3(R), the surfaceF with equation

3x0x1x2 − x3
1 − 3x3x

2
0 = 0. (1)

The Cayley surface contains the linet : x0 = x1 = 0, which is a torsal generator of second
order and at the same time a directrix for all other generators ofF . The pointU = R(0, 0, 0, 1)T

is the cuspidal point ont; it is a so-calledpinch point[16, p. 181]. No generator ofF other
thant passes throughU . Each point oft \ {U} is incident with precisely one generator6= t.
Likewise, each plane throught other thanω intersectsF residually along a generator6= t. The
planeω meetsF at t only. See Figure 1.

The set of all matrices

Ma,b,c :=









1 0 0 0
a c 0 0
b ac c2 0

ab − 1
3
a3 bc ac2 c3









(2)

wherea, b ∈ R andc ∈ R \ {0} is a three-parameter Lie group, sayG, under multiplication.
Confer [3, p. 96], formula (9). All one- and two-parameter subgroups ofG were determined in
[3, pp. 97–101].



The groupG acts faithfully onP3(R) as a group of collineations fixingF . Under the action
of G, the points ofF fall into three orbits:F \ ω, t \ {U}, and{U}. The groupG yieldsall
collineations ofF ; cf. [11, Section 3], where this problem was addressed in thewider context
of an arbitrary ground field. Since we did not exclude fields ofcharacteristic3 in that article, it
was necessary there to rewrite equation (1) in a slightly different form.
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3 A family of cubic parabolas

3.1 We now turn to the family of twisted cubics onF already mentioned in the introduction.
From an affine point of view all these twisted cubics arecubic parabolas, i.e., the plane at
infinity is one of their osculating planes. For the sake of completeness we state the next result
together with its short proof:

Proposition 3.2 Letα, β, γ ∈ R such thatβ 6= 0, 3. Then

cα,β,γ :=

{

R
(

1, u − γ,
u2 + α

β
,
u − γ

3β

(

3(u2 + α) − β(u − γ)2
))T

|u ∈ R∪ {∞}

}

(3)

is a cubic parabola on the Cayley surfaceF . Conversely, the set formed by all suchcα,β,γ

coincides with the set of all those twisted cubics onF which containU , havet as a tangent line,
andω as an osculating plane.

Proof. The first assertion is immediately seen to be true by a straightforward calculation.

In order to show the converse, we consider an arbitrary twisted cubicc′ ⊂ F passing through
U , touching the linet, and osculating the planeω. Soc′ is a cubic parabola. Our aim is to show
thatc′ = cα,β,γ for certain elementsα, β, γ ∈ R with β 6= 0, 3. The auxiliary cubic parabola

c = {R(1, u, u2, u3)T | u ∈ R ∪ {∞}}

is not onF . By a well known result (see, e.g. [7, p. 204]), for any two triads of distinct points
on c andc′ there exists a unique collineation ofP3(R) which takes the first to the second triad
and the twisted cubicc to c′.



The cubic parabolasc andc′ have the common pointU , with the same tangentt and the same
osculating planeω. Every planeπ ⊃ t with π 6= ω intersectsc andc′ residually at a unique
point 6= U . By the above, there exists a unique collineationκ, say, takingc to c′ such thatU
remains fixed and such thatR(1, 0, 0, 0)T ∈ c andR(1, 1, 1, 1)T ∈ c go over to affine points of
c′ in the planesx1 = 0 andx0−x1 = 0, respectively. AsU is fixed, so are the tangent linet and
the osculating planeω. Henceκ is an affinity. Altogether,κ fixes three distinct planes through
t. Consequently, all planes of the pencil with axist remain invariant. Thusκ can be described
by a lower triangular matrix of the form

A :=









1
0 1

a20 a21 a22

a30 a31 a32 a33









∈ GL4(R). (4)

By substitutingA · (1, u, u2, u3)T in the left hand side of (1) we get the polynomial identity

3

(

(

a22 − a33 −
1

3

)

u3 + (a21 − a32)u
2 + (a20 − a31)u − a30

)

= 0 for all u ∈ R. (5)

The coefficients at the powers ofu have to vanish. So we obtain

a30 = 0, a31 = a20, a32 = a21, anda33 = a22 −
1

3
= 0. (6)

Also, sinceA is regular,a22 6= 0, 1
3
. Taking into account (6) the column vectorA ·(1, u, u2, u3)T

turns into
(

1, u, a20 + a21u + a22u
2, a20u + a21u

2 +
(

a22 −
1

3

)

u3

)T

. (7)

Then, puttingβ := 1/a22, γ := a21b/2, α := a20b − c2, andu′ := u − c shows thatc′ = cα,β,γ,
as required. ¤

3.3 If we allow the exceptional valueβ = 3 in (3) then the vector in that formula simplifies to

(

1, u − γ,
u2 + α

3
,
u − γ

3

(

α + 2uγ − γ2
))T

. (8)

In fact, we get in this particular case a parabola, saycα,3,γ, lying on F . Each parabola of this
kind is part of the intersection of the Cayley surfaceF with one of its tangent planes. Clearly,
we cannot haveβ = 0 in (3).

Each curvecα,β,γ (β 6= 0) is on theparabolic cylinderwith equation

αx2
0 − βx0x2 + (x1 + γx0)

2 = 0. (9)

In projective terms the vertex of this cylinder is the pointU . (The intersection of this cylinder
with the planex3 = 0 gives the projection ofcα,β,γ used by Neudorfer in [17].) The mapping
(α, β, γ) 7→ cα,β,γ is injective, since different triads(α, β, γ) ∈ R

3, β 6= 0, yield different
parabolic cylinders (9).



It should be noted here that Proposition 3.2 doesnot describe all twisted cubics onF . There
are also twisted cubics onF with two distinct points at infinity. We shall not need this result,
whence we refrain from a further discussion.

3.4 The the groupG of all matrices (2) acts on the family of all cubic parabolascα,β,γ. Each
matrix Ma,b,c ∈ G takes a cubic parabolacα,β,γ to a cubic parabola, saycα,β,γ. The values
α, β, γ are given as follows:

α = −a2 β2

4
− acβγ + c2α + bβ, (10)

β = β, (11)

γ = a
β − 2

2
+ cγ. (12)

See [3, p. 97], formula (12), where some signs in the formula for α are reproduced incorrectly.

3.5 An interpretation of the three numbersα, β, γ, associated with each of our cubic parabolas,
can be given in terms of adistance functionon F \ t which is due to Brauner. This distance
function assumes all real numbers and the value∞; it does not satisfy the triangle inequality.
Moreover, the distance from a pointX to a pointY is in generalnot the distance fromY to X.
The distance function is aG-invariant notion. See [3, pp. 115] for further details.

By (11), the parameterβ is aG-invariant notion, whereasα andγ describe, loosely speaking,
the “position” of the cubic parabola on the Cayley surface. Tobe more precise, up to one
exceptional case the following holds: Each curvecα,β,γ contains acircle with midpointM and
radiusρ 6= 1 in the sense of Brauner’s distance function. Due to the specific properties of this
distance function, the midpointM is also oncα,β,γ \{U}. (The tangent tocα,β,γ at a midpoint is
an osculating tangent.) The parameterβ equals2ρ/(ρ − 1), whereasα andγ can be expressed
in terms of the midpointM and the radiusρ. All this can be read off from formula (70) in [3,
pp. 116].

Only the curvescα,β,γ with β = 2 andγ 6= 0 do not allow for this interpretation, since none of
their tangents at an affine point is an osculating tangent ofF . On the other hand, the asymptotic
curves ofF are obtained for anyα ∈ R, β = 2, andγ = 0, whenceρ = ∞. They play a special
role: Each affine point of an asymptotic curve can be considered as amidpoint.

In [11, Section 5] an alternative approach to Brauner’s distance function was given in terms
of cross-ratios. As a matter of fact, the distance functionsin [3] and [11] are identical up to a
bijection ofR∪{∞}. This difference became necessary in order to establish ourresults in [11]
for a wider class of projective spaces.Each distance preserving mappingϕ : F \t → F \t comes
from a unique matrix inG [11, Theorem 5.5]. No assumptions like injectivity, surjectivity or
even differentiability ofϕ are needed for the proof. This means that Brauner’s distance function
is adefining function(see [1, p. 23]) for the Lie groupG.

3.6 We now turn to our original problem of describing the order ofcontact atU of our cubic
parabolas given by (3). Also, we state necessary and sufficient conditions for theirdual curves
(formed by all osculating planes) to have contact of a prescribed order atω. We shortly speak of
dual contactin this context. Recall that the distinction between contactand dual contact cannot



be avoided in three dimensional projective differential geometry, whereas for planar curves the
concepts of contact and dual contact are self-dual notions.We refer also to [8, Theorem 1]
for explicit formulas describing contact of higher order between curves ind-dimensional real
projective space.

Since twisted cubics with (dual) contact of order five are identical [2, pp. 147–148], we may
restrict our attention to distinct curves with (dual) contact of order less or equal four. The
following was shown in [12, Theorem 1] and [12, Theorem 3]:

Theorem 3.7 Distinct cubic parabolascα,β,γ andcα,β,γ on Cayley’s ruled surface have

(a) second order contact atU if, and only if,β = β or β = 3 − β;

(b) third order contact atU if, and only if,β = β andγ = γ, or β = β = 3
2
;

(c) fourth order contact atU if, and only if,β = β = 3
2

andγ = γ.

(d) second order dual contact atω if, and only if,β = β;

(e) third order dual contact atω if, and only if,β = β andγ = γ, or β = β = 5
2
;

(f) fourth order dual contact atω if, and only if,β = β = 7
3

andγ = γ.

It follows from Theorem 3.7 that cubic parabolascα,β,γ with

β =
3

2
, β =

5

2
, andβ =

7

3
(13)

should play a special role. Note that none of them yields the asymptotic curves ofF , as they
have the formcα,β,γ with α ∈ R, β = 2, andγ = 0.

For some of the values in (13) we could find a geometric interpretation, but a lot of open prob-
lems remain.

3.8 The flag(U, t, ω) turnsP3(R) into atwofold isotropic(or flag) space. The definition of met-
ric notions (distance, angle) in this space is based upon theidentification ofR(1, x1, x2, x3)

T ∈
P3(R) \ ω with (x1, x2, x3)

T ∈ R
3×1, and the canonical basis ofR

3×1, which defines the units
for all kinds of measurements in this space. See [4] for a detailed description.

By [5, p. 137], each cubic parabolacα,β,γ has

1

2
β(3 − β) ≤

9

8
(14)

as itsconical curvaturein the sense of the twofold isotropic space.Among all cubic parabolas
cα,β,γ, the ones withβ = 3

2
are precisely those whose conical curvature attains the maximal

value 9
8

[12, Theorem 2]. Of course, this is a characterization in terms of theambient spaceof
F , whence we are lead to the following question:

Problem 3.9 Is there a characterization of the cubic parabolascα,β,γ with β = 3
2

in terms of the
inner geometryon the Cayley surface?



By inner geometryof F we mean here the geometry onF \ t given by the action of the group
G, in the sense of Felix Klein’s Erlangen programme.

3.10 The next noteworthy value isβ = 5
2
. Presently, its meaning is not at all understood by the

author. So we can merely state the following:

Problem 3.11 Giveanygeometric characterization of the cubic parabolascα,β,γ with β = 5
2
.

3.12 Finally, we turn toβ = 7
3
. If we take two distinct cubic parabolascα,β,γ andcα,β,γ with

parameters

β = β =
7

3
andγ = γ = 0 (15)

then their osculating planes comprise two cubic envelopes lying on a certain Cayley surface of
the dual space. With respect to this dual Cayley surface the given cubic envelopes correspond
to the parameters

α′ = −
2

3
α, α ′ = −

2

3
α, β′ = β ′ =

3

2
, andγ′ = γ ′ = 0, (16)

respectively. This means contact of order four for the cubicenvelopes. In this way it is possible
to link the results in (c) and (f) from Theorem 3.7. This correspondence can be established in a
more general form [12, Theorem 4].
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